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The Hönglöu meng and its Sequels:
Paths towards and away from Modernity
H a l v o r  E i f r i n g  
(U n iversitetet i Oslo)
Despite its display of an almost encyclopaedic knowledge of traditional 
Chinese culture, the mid” i8th-century novel Hönglöu meng by Cao
Xueqfn I f  H Jr has struck many readers as being surprisingly modern.1 The 
.- novel represents a path to modernity in at least three respects. First, it is 
psychologically far subtler than any other work of traditional Chinese fic­
tion, and it may be analysed as an exploration of psychological forces 
^ptched against each other. Second, it has more poly-semantic complexity 
than any other work of traditional Chinese fiction, merging as it does a
■multiplicity of plots, themes, ideas and ideologies, some of them mutually contradictory, into a larger artistic whole. Third, it has a strong tragic ele- 
and while tragedies are one of the oldest forms of literature in the 
Western literary canon, their introduction into China is strongly associ-
Iatéd with modernity.2ji- If the Hönglöu meng represents a path to modernity, however, the 
deception of this novel seems to represent a step backwards, a path 
away from modernity. The novel's psychological subtleties tend to be lost,
11 would like to express my gratitude for comments from participants at the “Paths 
toward Modernity” conference in Prague, as well as scholars and students present 
at a lecture arranged by Kuo Yu-wen at the National Taiwan University in Taipei in 
November 2006.
^ffia'the novel's psychological subtleness and poly-semantic complexity, see Eifring 
iWÉik and the references there. On the tragic element in Hönglöu mēng, see Wang 
■^ Guéwéi 1984. On the introduction of the tragedy as a dramatic genre into Chinese
«literature, see Natascha Gentz' contribution to this volume.
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its multiple layers of meaning tend to be reduced, and wherever possi­
ble, its tragic elements are simply done away with and replaced with 
happy endings.
The reception of a complex novel like the Hönglöu meng almost by ne­
cessity consists in the reduction of the novel to manageable chunks of 
meaning. Different readers will emphasise different aspects of the novel, 
to the exclusion of other aspects. Confronting such interpretations with 
"the text itself' will hopefully reveal the one-sidedness of the interpreta­
tions and expand our understanding both of the novel and of the proc­
esses of reading and interpretation.
In the history of the reception of the Hönglöu meng, this one-sided ness 
has privileged Lin Daiyü and the romantic aspects of the novel with
a much more central role than the less sentimental aspects of the novel 
represented by, among others, Wang Xlféng In addition, the recep­
tion of the novel typically casts Xifeng as a more unequivocally evil person 
than she is in the original novel.
There are many interesting sources for the reception of Hönglöu meng, 
such as the critical commentaries that have followed the novel from the 
very beginning, the various prefaces also written right from the start, po­
ems on the novel etc. One type of text that has been little explored as a 
source for the reception of the novel is the large number of sequels to the 
Hönglöu meng.3 This is what I will attempt to do in the present paper.
Seeing sequels as evidence for the reception of a novel is not unprob­
lematic, and my approach must be seen as an experiment. Sequels, in a 
much more obvious way than commentaries, have an agenda of their own. 
They are not primarily constructed to give interpretations of the novel, but 
to work as literary pieces in their own regard. Still, sequels are always 
based on interpretations of the original work, and even when they clearly 
deviate from it, they presumably tell us something about how the author 
of the sequel (who is at the same time a reader of the original work) would 
have liked the original work to be.
3 This conforms with what Hu Siao-chen (2004: 77) says in her treatment of one
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Hönglöu meng and its sequels
Depending on how we define the term "sequel” there exist anything be­
tween 13 and almost a hundred different sequels to the Hönglöu meng. In 
a wide sense of the term, Zhao Jianzhöng (1997) counts 98 sequels, includ­
ing novels that borrow the names of the characters but not the storyline of 
the original, novels that borrow themes from the original but rewrite the 
plot, and more recent attempts to replace the last 40 chapters with alter­
native endings that modern textual research presumably shows to be 
more in line with Cao Xueqin’s original intention. Many of these so-called 
sequels only have a very loose connection to the Hönglöu meng.4 Zhao’s 
main group of sequels, however, numbers only 13 works, of which most 
were written during the Qing dynasty. These are regular sequels in a nar­
row sense. While most of them build on the full 120-chapter version of the 
novel, three take off from Däiyu’s death in chapter 97, and one takes off 
from another sequel written by the same author.
In the present paper, I shall look into five of these sequels, viz. the first 
five sequels to appear after the novel was first printed in the early 1790s:
-  Hou Hönglöu meng by Xiäoyäozl i l Ü T 1 (printed 1796)
- Xü Hönglöu meng SS iS II by Qin Zichén (printed 1799)
-  Qilöu chöngmeng by Wang Lånzhl BHĪ jit (printed ca. . 1799)
-  Hönglöu fumēng by Chén Shäohäi (printed 1805)
- Xü Hönglöu meng by Häipü zhurén (printed ca. 1805)
In order to understand the readings of the Hönglöu méng represented by 
these sequels, however, it is also necessary to treat what is (and certainly 
was) usually regarded as the last 40 chapters of the novel as a sequel in its 
own right. This sequel, whether it was written by Gäo É Ä H  and Chéng 
Wéiyuan fl# 7G  or somebody else, started a process of interpretation on 
which later sequels were forced to build. Although some readers continued 
to doubt the authenticity of the last 40 chapters,5 the repeated publication
4 As pointed out by McMahon (2004:100), many independent novels, such as the 
Érnu ymgxiöng zhuän Pirihuā Båojiån HP E * » ,  and Qlnglou méng W
mw, also build on the Hönglöu méng and might be regarded as sequels, in which 
case the total number of sequels exceeds one hundred.
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in print of the full 120-chapter version from 1791 onwards made it impos­
sible to disregard them. From now on, most readers, probably including 
the sequel writers, simply looked upon the 120-chapter version as the 
original work. My analysis, therefore, will start by looking into the read­
ings imposed on the novel by the last 40 chapters, which is in fact the very 
first sequel to the unfinished 80-chapter novel written by Cao Xueqin. For 
simplicity, I will continue to refer to them as “the last 40 chapters" and to 
Cao’s original work as "the first 80 chapters”.
Beyond triangular love
The most conventional view of Hönglou meng is as a triangular love story. 
Lin Dåiyu is seen as the second most important character in the novel, 
after Jiä Bäoyu M ĀiĒ. Their love story, and the cruel intrusion of Xue 
Bäochäi eventually leading (in the last 40 chapters) to the marriage
of Bäoyu and Bäochäi and the death of Daiyü, is viewed as the main story­
line. The main focus of the novel is understood to be life in the Dāguān 
yuan and the sentimental love that unfolds there, as well as the
equally sentimental sadness at the falling apart of life in the garden and 
the loss of love. Of the "two worlds” of the Hönglou meng discussed by Yü 
YIngshI (1978), the conventional view gives clear priority to the world of 
love and sadness and the doomed relation between Bäoyu and Dåiyu.
Nobody would seriously dispute the importance of the triangular love 
story and of the role of Dåiyu in large parts of the novel. But the Hönglou 
meng is a polyphonic novel, with several themes, plots and storylines 
working alongside each other, none of them having absolute priority over 
the other. The problem with the conventional view is not so much that it is 
wrong, as that it tends to reduce to background material aspects of the 
novel that do not fit into the triangular love story.
The many themes, plots and storylines associated with Wang Xifeng are 
a case in point. Because the conventional view sees her primarily as an evil 
and destructive force, her role in the novel tends to be played down. A 
close reading of the text, however, not only shows how her greed and lust 
for power are balanced by a number of positive traits (her administrative
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talent, her charm, her humour, her care for and protection of others, and 
her rare ability to face the dire consequences of her own misdeeds with 
some degree of self-reflection), but also that she is a much more central 
character than usually assumed. Along with Bäoyü, she is one of the two 
main axes (or pillars) around which the narrative of the Hönglöu méng 
revolves and evolves. The novel takes great pains to create a close struc­
tural relation between these two characters.
Xifeng vs. Daiyü
Before we go on to look at the sequels, therefore, it will be useful to look 
briefly at Xifeng’s role in the first 80 chapters.
Xifeng is actually a more central person in the novel than Daiyü. Quan­
titatively, the love relation between Bäoyu and Dåiyu has been calculated 
to account for only one tenth of the novel, and in most of the novel there 
is no reference to their love relation at all.6 7Direct descriptions of the love 
relation between Bäoyü and Daiyü are mainly concentrated in chapters 17- 
36/ and after chapter 45, the triangular love relation is not a central mo­
tif.8 As for Xifeng, her various names are mentioned more often than 
Daiyü's,9 direct descriptions of her are more frequent,10 and a larger num­
ber of chapters have a substantial text on her.11 After chapter 45, Dåiyu is a 
quite peripheral character, and even Bäoyü is less central than Xlféng.12
6 Hü Wénwéi (1995).
7 Luö Shühuä (1998:306).
8 Zhöu Slyuån (1998).
9 The names (Wang) Xifeng Féngjiéfr) MM 5i,  Fenggēfr) RlfJnL, Féng låzi
Féng gūriiang JEfåM, Féng yätou R  Y 2Ü, Féng ér Lian ér nåinai
ih occur 1319 times in the first 80 chapters of the novel, as opposed to 1100 times 
for (Lin) Daiyü JlīE, Lin mēimei tin gūniang #£££!, Lin yätou #  Y M,
Xiäoxiäng fēizi Pin’er % %, Pin-pin Pin yätou % Y sM, Pin qing iEØBp.
10 According to Hü Wénwéi (1995), 23 percent of the novel contains direct descrip­
tions of Xifeng, while only 20 percent contains direct descriptions of Dåiyu.
11 According to Zhöu Wüchün (1997: 226f), 44 chapters have a text of more than
— soo characters concerning Xifeng, as opposed to only 37 chapters concerning Dåiyu.
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1
More important than quantitative comparisons is the fact that Xifeng is 
a highly autonomous charcter, whose role is largely independent of Bäoyü. 
She often acts as the main character in passages where Bäoyü is absent; or 
even in passages where he is present but less central, and she is dearly a 
driving force behind the progression of the narrative. As a character, she 
stands out as the one who shows the clearest development in the course of 
the novel, from a self-assured and power-oriented character to a fearful 
person with deteriorating health and diminishing power, and with an in­
creasing propensity for self-reflection. In contrast, Däiyü is largely a satel­
lite circling around Bäoyü. She plays virtually no independent role in bring­
ing the narrative forward, and she hardly develops at all as a character, ft 
autonomy as a character is restricted to a few lyrical—and admittedly unfor­
gettable-passages, such as her burial of flowers, or her reading of the Müdān 
ting Apart from such passages, her relative centrality in the novel
derives from her emotional intimacy and locational proximity to Bäoyü.
Xifeng and Bäoyü
Xlfeng’s centrality in the novel may also be seen from the way the author
carefully constructs a number of structural links between her and Bäoyü.
Very roughly speaking, Bäoyü stands at the head of the emotion-oriented 
and lyrical parts of the novel, while Xifeng stands at the head of the action- 
oriented and narrative (and at times quite dramatic) parts of the novel. 
The two are pillars on which the novel is founded. These two pillars act 
more or less like a pair in binaiy opposition, having some features in 
common and features of contrast. This is obvious from their very first ap­
pearance in the novel, in chapter 3, where they have a number of things in 
common:
Both arrive late, giving room for two lines of narrative, each focusing 
on one of them.
Both are heard before they are seen.
The two are the only persons of whom Daiyu has hear her mother talk.
The clothing and appearance of both are described in some detail in 
long stretches of parallel prose.
Both of them are described as lacking in manners.
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JJ  ^ Some of these parallels are enforced by similarities in the tiny details of 
pīthe wording:
(Xifeng)
(Bäoyü)
(Xifeng)
T . (Bäoyü)
m eng)
(Bdoyä?
f  The parallelism between the two is reinforced in a number of other chap­
ters. For instance, the two are shown to have a uniquely intimate relation 
; to Gin Keqlng ^  r[ P  and Qln Zhöng # ü .  Because of their leading roles in 
!  the family, they are also uniquely singled out for feelings of jealousy, espe- 
l|..dally from Jia Huån M īl and Zhåo yiniång MMM., who almost manage to 
;■ kill them by means of sorcery (chapter 25).13 Both of them have personali­
ties untypical of their gender, Bäoyü being an effeminate young man, while 
Xlféng is a young woman with many traits usually associated with mascu- 
[' line values. Some of the parallels even work from one chapter to another 
I at no little distance, as when Bäoyü is conspicuously absent in a large part 
j|v;of Xlfeng's birthday party in chapter 43, while Xifeng is absent in Bäoyü's 
j|  birthday party in chapter 63.
||  This interpretation of the Hönglöu mēng is, of course, but another
Pleading of the novel. Counterarguments to the view that Xifeng is more
p- central than Däiyü are not difficult to find. For instance, chapter 1 fails to
mention Xifeng, but contains a sweet little story about the heavenly
 ^ predecessors to Bäoyü and Däiyü. And while chapter 2 does contain inter­ns'
R esting parallels between Bäoyü and Xifeng, it gives Däiyü separate treat­
ment and thereby seems to award her greater autonomy than Xifeng. And, 
: most obviously, the parallels between Bäoyü and Xifeng in chapter 3 are 
\ almost exclusively seen through the eyes of Däiyü, again emphasising her 
f role as an independent observer. Furthermore, the fact that Däiyü does 
A  not bring forward the narrative of her own accord may be seen simply as a 
I  function of her part as a lyrical heroine, for whom narrative progression is
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less central than emotional lyricism (as in the flower burial and her read­
ing of the Müdān ting). My main point, therefore, is not to deny the im­
portance of Däiyü, but to highlight the role of XTfeng and aspects of the 
novel that others have been far too willing to overlook. By looking at some 
of the sequels, I will t iy  to trace the early development of the one-sided 
view of the novel.
The last 40 chapters
The first sequel is what is usually described as the last 40 chapters of the 
novel. This sequel has a clear purpose: to create a readable end to the un­
finished 80-chapter manuscript left behind by Cåo Xueqin. Almost the 
entire 40-chapter work may be read in this light. Although not lacking in 
creativity, it hardly introduces any new plots or characters, apart from 
those that are carefully constructed to lead the story toward its final con­
clusion. This is in sharp contrast to the first 80 chapters, where new plots 
and characters are brought in continuously. As late as in chapter 79, for 
instance, Xiå Jingui M izfå  and the drama surrounding her are introduced 
for the first time as if the author has no plans of bringing his novel to an 
end. In contrast, as soon as we move beyond chapter 80, virtually every 
single passage may be read as an element in the large web of plots and 
subplots eventually leading to the conclusion of the novel.
The last 40 chapters take great pains to build on hints in the first 80 
chapters, to be consistent (though not always successfully), and to pick up 
a number of loose ends that need to be completed before the novel can be 
brought to an end. Hints in the first 80 chapters that the last 40 chapters 
build on include indications that:
Dåiyu will die from sickness
Bäoyü and Baochāi will marry
Bäoyü will eventually become a monk
Xlfeng will be sick and die
The Jia family will have their property confiscated
But the way this is done is the creation of the author of the last 40 chap­
ters. It is the work of a highly creative writer. Although the quality of the 
last 40 chapters is generally held to be lower than that of the first 80 chal
iM
ĒĒ
ĒĒ
m
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Most importantly, the author of the last 40 chapters almost immedi­
ately gives Däiyü back the prominence that she had in chapters 17-36, by 
focusing on the triangular love affair that had become quite peripheral 
after chapter 45. In chapters 81-98, other plots and subplots are largely 
subordinate to the main plot leading to Bäoyü and Bäochäi's marriage and 
Daiyu’s death.
Already in chapter 81, the relation between Bäoyü and Däiyü is reintro­
duced as a focus of interest, and the common assumption that they will 
marry is taken up in chapter 82. In the same chapter, Dåiyu has a night­
mare in which she is sent out of the family to marry somebody else. In 
chapter 84, Xlféng proposes for the first time that Bäochäi would be a 
better match for Bäoyü than Däiyü, and Grandmother Jiä agrees. The story 
culminates when Xiféng sets up her trap in chapter 96 and the marriage 
takes place and Dåiyu dies in chapters 97-98.
The story of Däiyü's death at the very moment when Bäoyü is fooled 
into marrying Bäochäi is exceedingly sentimental, but it is also one of the 
most innovative and memorable highlights of the last 40 chapters. The 
success of this story has undoubtedly been an important factor in estab­
lishing the popular reading of the Hönglöu mēng as a triangular love story/
After chapter 98, however, Däiyü is dead and largely absent, except in 
Bäoyü's and a few other people's thoughts, in a few mentions of her cof- 
? fin and burial, and in a scene in which Bäoyü's soul leaves his body and 
sees Däiyü in another realm of existence (chapter 116). Even in the last 
; 40 chapters, therefore, Däiyü is absent or nearly absent in well over half 
of the chapters.
One can hardly claim that the last 40 chapters treat Xifeng as a periph- 
: eral character. On the contrary, from the very beginning, she is the main 
/.driving force behind the plot leading to the marriage of Bäoyü and Bäochäi 
f and the death of Däiyü. And she remains a central character long after 
•/Däiyü is dead, until she herself finally dies after prolonged illness in chap- 
: ter 114. Still, the last 40 chapters lay the foundation for the interpretations 
of later generations of readers in at least two respects:
First, from chapter 81 until Dåiyu dies, Xlfeng's centrality in the novel is 
basically due to her role in Dåiyu's tragic life and death. Her presence is im-
1_1 —-
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to create the plot surrounding the triangular love story. In this sense, her 
role is subordinate to that of Dåiyu.
Second, both before and after Daiyu’s death, the last 40 chapters treat 
Xifeng as a much more unequivocally evil person. By now, the whole story 
surrounding her centres on her guilt. The three tragedies at the centre of 
the narrative may all be seen as the results of her misdeeds: Bäoyü and 
Bāochāi’s unhappy marriage, Daiyu’s death, and the fall of the jia family. In 
the end, her gradual weakening and painful and lonely death is seen as a 
just retribution for her own illdoings. Despite a few redeeming traits, like 
her care for her daughter Qiäojie *5® and her positive relation to Liu 
låolao Xifeng’s wickedness and guilt are taken much further in this
sequel than in the first 80 chapters.
Although both the first 80 chapters and the Red Inkstone com­
mentary contain hints that Dåiyu will die and Bäoyü and Baochāi marry, 
the idea of Xifeng being the culprit, not to speak of her setting up a quite 
unlikely trap to achieve her goal, is the product of the author of the last 40 
chapters. In 1819, a certain Xiji shänqiäo J W iU tt claims to have seen an [ 
original version where the imperial concubine Yuanchün tc#  is the one 
who orders the marriage between Bäoyü and Baochāi. And while we have 
no guarantee that the version seen by him was any more original than the 
last 40 chapters as we read them today, this highlights the fact that the 
last 40 chapters reflect only one possible reading of the novel. It is, how­
ever, the one that all later sequels build on, and that has formed the popu­
lar and even the scholarly reception of the novel.
The sequels
The main overview of sequels to the Hönglöu mēng in English, by Keith 
McMahon (2004), has three sections: "The Improvement of Baoyu”, "The 
Vindication of Daiyu”, and "The Resolution of the Love Affair between 
Baoyu and Daiyu”. The titles of these three sections tell us a number of 
things that bear on our subject.
First, the sequels in various ways transform the tragedy of the original 
work into a happy ending, and thus seek to restore justice for characters 
for whom the readers of the novel have invested positive feelings. This
Süll®
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i 40 chapters do not resolve the love affair between Baoyu and Dåiyu, they 
> do at least partly restore the honour and the property of the Jiä family, after 
) the family has first been raided and had all its possessions confiscated.
Second, the "improvement” of Bäoyü refers to the process of turning 
% Baoyu into a more conventional and therefore more acceptable person,
; who fulfils his duties to the family and to society. This process also starts 
in the last 40 chapters, where Bäoyü does his duty as a filial son, taking his 
' exams and producing an heir, before he eventually enters another realm as 
|  a bodhisattva-like figure.
I Third, the titles of McMahon's article indicate that the two main char­
acters of both the novel and the sequels are Bäoyü and Dåiyu, and that 
the main theme is the love affair between them. As we have seen, this 
view is also largely a product of the heart-rending story of love and loss 
I  in the last 40 chapters.
To some extent, the same impression is given by the main Chinese and 
Taiwanese works on Hönglöu méng sequels, by Zhåo Jiånzhong (1997), bin 
Ylxuan (1999) and Wäng Xüchuän (2004). For instance, Wang Xüchuän (pp. 
: 294ft.) divides the sequels into three groups: those favouring Dåiyu over 
i Baochāi, those favouring Baochāi over Dåiyu, and those praising both 
f Dåiyu and Bäochäi. Three of the four groups into which Lin Yixuan (pp. 
j 52ff.) divides the sequels also focus on the triangular love relation between 
j Bäoyü, Däiyü and Baochāi.
I At the same time, these works make it clear that the sequels are much 
f more complex and varied than this simple division would indicate. For 
I instance, Wang Xüchuän (2004: 295) is unable to place two of the sequels 
I into any of his three categories, one of them being the Qilöu chöngmeng 
I discussed below. He also points out that in the sequels favouring Baochāi 
I over Dåiyu, the latter is usually either a peripheral character or not part of 
I  the sequel at all. Not all sequels, therefore, support a reading of the 
I  Hönglöu meng in which Däiyü occupies one of the most central positions.
|; Still, the impression given is that most of the sequels focus on Bäoyü 
I  and either Dåiyu or Baochāi or both—or their reincarnations or second- 
|| generation representations. If this is correct, the author of the last 40 
I  chapters seems to have so successfully managed to establish the triangular
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love story as the main storyline of the Hönglou meng that later sequel 
writers simply took it for granted.
While Xlféng (in otherworldly, resurrected or reincarnated form) is not 
entirely absent from the sequels, she is not their primary focus. At least, 
she is not the primary focus of the scholars who have studied the sequels. 
As we shall see below, she does play an important role in some sequels, 
and her lack of importance in the scholarly work on the sequels may be 
partly due to the same preconceived ideas that so often reduce her posi­
tion in scholarly interpretations of the Hönglou meng itself.
Xiäoyäozi: Höu Hönglou meng
It took only five years from the publication of the full 120-chapter version 
of the Hönglou meng to the publication of its first sequel, Höu Hönglou 
meng by Xiäoyäozi.
The narrative of this sequel clearly grows out of a wish to thoroughly 
turn the tragedies of the original work into happy endings. First of all; 
Dåiyu and Qingwén ffirSĒ are brought back to life, the former in her origi­
nal body (which had been preserved intact due to an amulet she kept in 
her mouth when she died), the latter in the body of the now dead Wü’er 5  
5E. Second, Dåiyu is not only married to Bäoyu, but is even given status as 
first wife before Bäochäi. Third, the former inhabitants of the Dåguån 
yuan move back to the garden. Fourth, the Jia family regains its former 
property and status. Fifth, Bäoyu takes the jinshi ill dr exam and is ap­
pointed shidu xuéshi Sixth, Xichün 'f t#  is appointed imperial
concubine and visits her home, just like Yuänchün tu#  had done before 
her, only this time the extravagance of the first visit is replaced by a more 
frugal style.
A problem that many sequels encounter is how to write about charac­
ters that are already dead by the time the sequel starts. The present sequel 
solves the problem by means of resurrection. It is quite sparing in its use 
of this method, however, and only allows Bäoyu's most intimate soulmates, 
Dåiyu and Qingwén, to be come back to life.
Xifeng is, of course, dead before the sequel starts, and she does not re­
turn to life. She is, however, mentioned quite a few times, and by quite a
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Misdeeds described both in the first 80 chapters and in the last 40 chap- 
!  ters are recounted, such as her driving Dåiyu, Jiä Rui I W , and Yöu érjié A  
lā: to death, as well as almost bringing down the family through her 
I  usury and bribery. Interestingly, this sequel adds its own interpretation of 
fxifeng's motivation for having Bäoyü marry Bäochäi and thereby driving 
i  Dåiyu to death. In the first chapter of this sequel, Jiä Zheng Jf®£ thinks to 
I himself about Xifeng:
'After all, she was jealous of Dåiyu and feared that if Dåiyu became 
Bäoyü's wife, she would grab a seat at the accountant's office. Therefore 
she secretly set up a trap and eventually made Dåiyu die from anger. 
This would also please Wang furén 3E A A  [who was Bäochäi’s aunt], 
and by marrying Bäochäi into the family, she got a loyal and week-willed 
person who did not mind other people's business, so that she herself 
could hold power over the whole mansion for ever.'
S T Ū « «
m ,  &JSJW , A t F W ,
Thus, this sequel takes over the strong guilt-orientation of the last 40 
chapters, but brings it one step further.
The main protagonist of this sequel is Dåiyu, who is even more central 
than Bäoyu. However, the Dåiyu of this sequel is quite different from the 
Dåiyu of the original work. At the beginning, she is an avid practitioner 
of Buddhist and Daoist meditation and seems reserved and aloof. Gradu­
ally, however, she develops into a capable and competent household 
manager, comparing favourably to the now dead Xifeng. She not only 
sets strict rules for the servants (as Xlféng did in chapter 13 of the origi­
nal work), but even acts as advisor for Jiä Zheng in his work as govern­
ment official, and in the end she reveals that she would like to do some­
thing for the country, in the spirit of the famous military heroine Huā 
Mülän JE AH®. Thus, what we get is an "improved” version of Dåiyu, more 
conventionally acceptable than the frail and sometimes ill-tempered poor 
girl of the original work. Since she inherits many of Xifeng’s traits, we 
could even call her an “improved” version of Xifeng, keeping Xifeng's 
talents but not her greed and selfishness.
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Qln Zichén: Xü Honglöu meng
Three years, after the Höu Honglöu meng, in 1799, the next sequel ap­
peared. It was the first of two sequels titled Xu Honglöu meng, this one 
written by Qfn Zichén.
This sequel makes use of many of the same elements as the Höu 
Honglöu meng. Like its predecessor, it brings dead people back to life, and 
in this case as many as 11 persons are resurrected. In addition, this sequel 
creates another way of including dead characters in the narrative: by mak­
ing a large part of the sequel take place in the various otherworldly realms 
of the dead, especially the Taixü huanflng and the Difü JfeÆf.
Basically, the first half of the sequel takes place in the otherworldly realms, 
while most of the second half takes place in the world of mortals (and 
resurrected immortals). There is even contact between the worldly and 
otherworldly realms, allowing all characters both dead and alive to con­
tinue to interact.
Like its predecessor, this sequel turns the tragic endings of the Honglöu 
meng into happy endings, by recreating the pleasures of the Däguänyuän 
{both in the earthly Däguänyuän and in the Taixü huånfing), by including 
a second visit to the garden by an imperial concubine (in this case, the 
resurrected Yuänchün), by letting Bäoyü marry both Dåiyu and Bäochäi, 
and by making Bäoyü take the finshi exam and be given a high official title 
Cm this case hänlin shi This sequel goes even further than its
predecessor, by including a large number of marriages and childbirths, by 
giving official ranks to a number of characters, and by eventually rephras­
ing all negatively charged names and inscriptions, so that, for instance, 
Liken tiān 'Realm of Separation' becomes Bühēn tiān 'Realm
of Consolement' and Bornlng sī 'Department of 111 Fate' becomes
Zhöngqmg si M ff W[ 'Department of Deep Love’.
The development of the triangular relation between Bäoyü, Daiyü and 
Bäochäi is central in this sequel as it was in its predecessor but now has 
more competition from other plots and subplots, Dåiyu is still an impor­
tant character, but no longer dominates the narrative.
The first half of this sequel has a strong focus on guilt and karmic retri­
bution. For instance, Xue Pan’s €$$£ killing of Feng Yuän is made up
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ä  prostitute who then serves as Féng Yuän’s concubine. In another case, Jiä 
Tfngchūn’s 1T O #  sadistic husband Sun Shäozü is made into a
husband who cares for and dotes on his wife. In both cases, justice is per­
ceived as being restored. While the theme of guilt is largely inherited from 
the last 40 chapters, the possibility of atonement is more strongly empha­
sised in this sequel. It is the atonement of the first half of the sequel that 
makes possible the more idyllic scenes of the second half.
S This sequel differs from its predecessor in including Xlfeng in the nar­
rative. She enters the story in chapter 2, as a new (i.e. recently dead) in­
habitant of the Taixü huanjmg, and the theme of guilt and atonement fol­
lows her in the first part of the sequel. As soon as she enters the Taixü 
ihuanjing, her past misdeeds are held against her by former victims like 
You erjiē and Un Daiyu, as well as by the imperial concubine Yuänchün. 
After first trying to deny her guilt, Xlfeng ends up asking for forgiveness. 
At one point, she is allowed a glimpse into the world of the living, and on 
feeing her husband Jiä Liän W®t embracing the lascivious wife of Duo- 
ihünchong she faints. She is also allowed a sightseeing tour in one
of the hells. Here she meets with Jiä Rui, who asks her to save him, but 
Iwithout success. She is then threatened by a woman named Zhāng Jingē 3i  
, who had killed herself after Xlfeng abused her power to force Jīngē’s 
parents to drop her fiancé and accept another husband for her, and only 
by repenting and by having Jīngē and her fiancé brought together is she 
spared. She also meets with her old archenemy Zhao ylniang and the sor­
ceress Ma däopö HfiSiH, who had tried to kill Xlfeng and now asks her 
forgiveness and help (eventually getting it not from Xlfeng but from Jiä 
:mü JI#)- And in the end, she sees and is embraced by a naked woman 
who looks exactly like herself, but who is full of vinegar, a symbol of her 
jealousy. In the end, she attains some kind of enlightenment. After this 
long tour of hell, her sins seem to have been more or less atoned for, and 
from now guilt is no longer a central theme in the sequel. Xlfeng is one of 
the eleven dead persons who are resurrected, and she is one of equally 
many characters who give birth to a child towards the end of the sequel. 
She and her daughter Qiåojié each happen to give birth to a son on the 
very same day. Xlféng has now been thoroughly redeemed.
n
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Wang Lanzhl: Qilöu chöngmeng
Another sequel published around 1799 is Qilou chongméng by Wang Lan 
zhi. This sequel differs from its predecessors in several respects:
First, it makes dead characters reenter the world of mortals through re­
incarnation rather than simple resurrection, all being reincarnated as sons 
and daughters of the characters of the original novel. The most extraordi­
nary form of reincarnation is that of Bäoyu, who is not dead but has fol­
lowed the monk and the Daoist to the otherworldly realms as part of a 
spiritual journey, and who is reincarnated as Bäochäi’s son Xiäoyü >h£E, 
who is actually his own son! Dåiyu is reincarnated as Shi Xiängyün's jfeyfg 
Ü  daughter Shunhuå f W ,  Qlngwén as Xiangllng's daughter D arīm at 
tu, and Yuänyäng MM as Jiä Lan's MM daughter. The fact that Bäoyu 
(Xiäoyü) is now Bäochäi's son effectively removes Bāochāi as an obstacle to 
the marriage between him and Dåiyu (Shunhuå).
Second, the characters of this sequel have outstanding success not only 
in civil life, but also in war. After having learnt a number of supernatural 
military tricks, Xiäoyü is appointed Generalissimo in Charge of Crushing 
the Japanese Pirates (ping wö då yuånshuåi with several fe­
male family members as high commanders. Together they eventually man­
age to crush the Japanese army, restoring the lost honour of the family.
Third, Xiäoyü is a notorious lecher, whose sexual escapades drive three 
girls out of the garden, one of them after having had an abortion. After 
this he finds his objects of desire outside the garden, where his sexual 
prowess is further intensified. In the end, he does marry Shünhuä (Dåi- 
yü's incarnation), but only as one of four equal wives, conferred upon him 
by the Emperor.
In spite of these differences, this sequel shares many elements with its 
predecessors: happy life in the garden, love and eventual marriage be­
tween Bäoyü (Xiäoyü) and Dåiyu (Shunhuå), high official titles conferred 
by the Emperor, imperial concubines from the family (in this case two of 
the girls are chosen for the imperial harem), the family's loss of honour 
and material wealth followed by the restoration of both, a large number of 
marriages etc. In this respect, this sequel carries on the heritage from ear­
lier sequels, including the last 40 chapters.
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This sequel takes further than any earlier sequel the tendency to relegate 
fXifeng to the periphery. The book says nothing about her reincarnation, 
»and with one insignificant exception (chapter 5) she is not even mentioned.
Chén Shäohäi: Hönglöu fumēng
Two sequels were printed around 1805, the first one being Hönglöu 
fumēng by Chén Shäohäi. Like the Qilöu chongmēng, it primarily brings 
the dead back to the world of mortals by means of reincarnation. But this 
time, people are not reincarnated into the Jiä family, but into other fami­
lies with whom the Jiä family are in dose contact. The effect is the same: 
^bringing together both dead and living characters from the original work. 
Tn addition, the dead sometimes communicate directly with the living 
through dreams and altered states of mind, and the borderline between 
'(the world of mortals and the otherworldly realms is quite fluid.
This sequel clearly belongs to the group of Hönglöu meng sequels that 
(favour Bäochäi over Dåiyu. While Daiyü's incarnation Song Cāizhī is
' married to Bäoyu's incarnation Zhü Mengyü $£|I3E, she is only one of his 
large retinue of wives and concubines, and she does not seem to be fa­
voured over the others. Bäochäi, on the other hand, receives lavish praise 
for her administrative talent (described as better than Xlfeng), good char­
acter (loved by the servants) and great wisdom (e.g. by acting coolly under 
a kitchen fire). She becomes a dose friend of Mengyü. The theme of war, 
and more specifically, women at war, introduced by the Qilöu chongmēng, 
is brought further when Bäochäi is appointed commander-in-chief for an 
army of women that successfully crushes attacking tribes of barbarians. In 
the end, Bäochäi looks through the world of dust, cultivates her mind and 
ends up in the world of immortals.
In contrast to the Xiäoyü of Qilöu chongmēng, the Mengyü of Hönglöu 
fumēng is not very interested in sex. Still, towards the end of the sequel, 
his many wives and concubines produce an impressive number of off­
spring. With regard to scholarship, Mengyü takes the jinshi exam and gets 
a position in the Hanlm Academy, just like Xiäoyü in the earlier sequel.
Like earlier sequels, this one also has a happy ending. At one point, 
however, the Jiä family sells the Däguänyuän and moves back to the south,
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fortunately, they are able to return to the capital and repurchase the gar* 
den. And even before that, the garden idyll still lives on in the garden of 
the Zhü family, called the Rushiyuan
In large parts of this sequel, guilt and atonement (or even punishment) 
are central themes, and Xlféng plays a major role in their treatment In a 
number of chapters at the beginning of the sequel, Jiä Liän leads a group of 
family members to visit her in hell. She begs them to help her atone for 
her sins, so that she can avoid further suffering and be reincarnated on 
earth. She is specifically concerned that measures are taken to right the 
wrongs she has inflicted on Zhāng Jīngē and You érjié, and to return to its 
proper ownership a Buddha figure that she once stole. Jiä Liän helps her 
with this and in the process reaches enlightenment and becomes a monk 
who often returns later in the sequel to help family members.
After having atoned for her sins, Xifeng is reincarnated twice in the 
course of the sequel. First, she becomes Zhöu Wänzhän the daugh*
ter of a servant in the Zhū family. Wanzhēn's physical appearance resem­
bles that of Xifeng, but unlike Xifeng she is well liked by everybody. As in 
Qin Zichéfts Xü Hönglöu meng, the process of atonement seems to have 
removed her negative character traits. The guilt theme, however, returns 
with a vengeance when in chapters 58-59 Wänzhen is sexually molested 
and killed by her cousin Zhöng Qlng Ufff. Zhöng Qing is the reincarnation 
of Jiä Rui, who in chapter 11--12 in the original Hönglöu meng had fallen in 
love with Xifeng but been driven to death by her. The killing of Wänzhen, 
therefore, is an act of karmic retribution. Later, Xlféng is reincarnated 
once more, this time as the little girl Bäozhü She is born blind and 
with eyes dosed, but after having been reminded of her true identity, she 
opens her eyes and sees dearly.
Häipü zhurén: Xü Hönglöu meng
The second of the two sequels printed around 1805 was also the second of 
two sequels titled Xü Hönglöu meng, this one by Häipü zhurén. Unlike 
earlier sequels, this one is not primarily concerned with bringing dead
■
characters back to the narrative by reincarnation, resurrection or visits to 
otherworldly realms. The main protagonist is Bäoyü's and Bäochäi's son Jiä
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Mao j f  St, who marries Xuē Bäoqin’s HW āp daughter Yue’e HM- Many of 
the old family members are still alive and play central roles in the narrative.
The bonds to the otherworldly realms, however, are far from com­
pletely broken. Bäoyü still plays a central role from his otherworldly exis­
tence as Fhwén zhenrén f J Ī A -  He helps many of the mortals in their 
worldly pursuits, especially when they participate in the many examina­
tions described. Even Dåiyu, in her otherworldly existence as Xiäoxiäng 
xiänzi $f$@filhp, is briefly brought back to earth in a planchette writing 
séance, but unfortunately she does not remember anything from her 
mortal existence.
More importantly, Jiä Mao is born holding a jade in his hand identical to 
the one Bäoyü kept in his mouth at birth, so in a way Jiä Måo is a continua­
tion of his father Bäoyü. And Yue'e, who becomes Jiä Mao's wife, is born 
holding a golden talisman in her hand, reminiscent of the golden amulet 
kept by her aunt Bāochāi. The marriage between Jiä Måo and Yué'é, which 
is dearly predestined, may be seen as a confirmation of the bond between 
gold (Bāochāi) and jade (Bäoyü) in the original Hönglöu meng. In a round­
about way, therefore, this sequel also has a focus on the triangular love 
story and seems to belong to the group of sequels favouring Bāochāi over 
Dåiyu (whose spirit, at the very outset of the sequel, is sent to the Täixü 
huånjing to cultivate her mind and overcome her bad speech habits).
Even more than in earlier sequels, the protagonists have conventional 
values and are highly successful Jiä Måo has great success in examinations, 
arid the emperor personally appoints him zhuångyuån KAtc. Like in the 
Hou Hönglöu meng, the emperor appoints Xichün imperial concubine. The 
good name of the Jiä family, therefore, is completely restored. Bāochāi and 
Tanchün order a thorough renovation of the Dåguån yuan, and the Poetry 
Club is re-established. The novel ends with joyful celebrations of Jiä 
Zheng's 100th anniversary.
Xifeng has no part in this sequel. Memories of her are mentioned a few 
times, primarily because of the likeness between her and her daughter 
Qiäojie. Qiäojie is married into the Zhöu M family, as promised in the last 
40 chapters of the Hönglöu meng, but often returns to visit her old friends 
and relatives.
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Modernity vs. high culture
Let us now return to the theme of modernity mentioned at the beginning 
of this paper. To what extent does our discussion of these six sequels (in­
cluding the last 40 chapters) confirm our suspicion that the Hönglou meng 
represents a possible path towards modernity, while the readings of the 
novel that underlie the sequels represent a step backwards, a path away 
from modernity?
The fact that the triangular love relation between Bäoyu, Dåiyu and 
Bäochäi becomes a more central focus in the sequels than in the 80-chapter 
Hönglou meng, while the stoiyline relating to Xlféng is either lost or re­
duced to one focusing on guilt and atonement, points to a simplification of 
the plot structure, thematics and ideology underlying the novel. This be­
gins in the last 40 chapters, but is taken much further in the later sequels.
The fact that the protagonists end up with much more conventional 
(so-called Confucian) values in the sequels than in the original points in 
the same direction. Again this starts in the last 40 chapters, but is taken 
further in later sequels.
And the fact that all the sequels (to some extent even the last 40 chap­
ters) have happy endings show how uncomfortable many readers must 
have been with the tragic element of the original novel.
So far, Ī have not had much to say about psychological subtleties in 
these sequels. The reason is simple. Apart from the last 40 chapters, the 
sequels show little interest in nuanced psychological description. They are 
mostly action-oriented, and even their lyrical descriptions are more often 
external than internal. The feelings expressed are simple and straightfor­
ward: happiness, sadness, anger, desire etc.
We have seen how all sequels pick up elements from preceding sequels, 
so that each sequel builds on a reading not only of the 80-chapter Hönglou 
meng, but also of other sequels.
When all is said and done, however, it is not obvious that the subtleties 
and complexities of the original 80-chapter Hönglou mēng are due to its 
modernity, nor is it obvious that the lack of such in the sequels is due to 
their being less modern. To a large extent, the features in question belong 
to the fictional and/or lyrical tradition that the Hönglou mēng grew out of.
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no earlier work may compare with the ingenuity of the Hönglöu meng, but 
this is also true of later Chinese works of fiction, no matter how "modern” 
or even “post-modern”.
As suggested to me by Kuo Yu-wen (personal communication), an 
equally plausible view is that the original Hönglöu mēng represents the 
high culture of scholars and literati, while its sequels cater to the low cul­
ture of a much larger group o f "ordinary” people. It is this low culture that 
demands happy endings, conventional values and simple theme and plot 
structures. Tragic or unresolved endings, for instance, are not new in Chi­
nese literature (cf. the Jin Ping Méi the Ylngying zhuån Ā M Ā  or an
enormous corpus of poetry concerned with loss, sadness and sorrow, start­
ing from the Chud  ^ f 0 , but they are typically avoided in most genres 
catering to the general public, such as drama (cf. the happy ending of the 
Xlxiangß  ISfltfE, as opposed to the original story in the Ylngying zhuån).
It remains true that the original 80-chapter Hönglöu mēng shows a 
keen interest in the psychological dimensions and the complex and tragic 
aspects of human life, and that we often associate this with modernity. It 
also remains true that these features are largely lost in the sequels, and 
that the readings of the novel on which the sequels build now seem dated 
and, well, unmodern. Tragic endings are no longer provocative, and the 
same is true of unconventional heroes. In fact, after the May 4th period, it 
has probably become easier to accept Bäoyu as an unconventional (and 
anti-Confucian) hero than a conventional one. However, some of the un­
modern features of the readings on which the sequels build are still cur­
rent both in popular views and among scholars. One of these regards the 
exaggerated focus on the triangular love story and the accompanying fo­
cus on Daiyü, at the expense of the less romantic aspects of the novel, in­
cluding the rise and fall of Xiféng. If the Hönglöu mēng represents a path 
to modernity, therefore, we have yet to walk a substantial distance before 
we reach the final destination of this path.
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